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Money supply created by
commercial banks

and the Bank of England

Velocity is the speed
at which

money changes hands

The value of all goods 
and services sold

The drivers of short run activity



The business of banking is assessing the risk of
creating digital money by lending

A loan = credit = bank deposit = money

Banks are the biggest manufacturers on the planet 

65% of UK incomes created by companies employing less than 200 people

M



V
Velocity is how quickly we spend our money

The perceived value of our property 

The media

Age

Employment 

Lockdowns!



The Economic Pipe before Covid

Flow between consumers,
business and govt. 

Nominal 
GDP

The value of all
goods 

and services sold

Barclays Lloyds

NatWest

Santander

HSBC

+4% pa
New Money +4% pa



The Economic Pipe during Covid

Flow between consumers,
business and govt. 

Nominal 
GDP

Barclays 

Lloyds

NatWest
Santander

HSBC

B of E

New
Money

-14%+14%



The Economic Pipe now

Flow between consumers,
business and govt. 

Nominal 
GDP

Barclays Lloyds

NatWest

Santanter

HSBC

+14%+14%

£ £ £ ££ £
New money is changing hands

B of E

End 2021 11% expected



The UK Budget

Total stimulus :£355Bn 

This year
Total stimulus: £200Bn

£555Bn= three months worth of GDP

Last year



130% capital investment allowance to boost investment spending

75% businesses earn 50K or less profit
Corporation tax rate 19%

Big capex spend = no tax payable 



NIC increase beginning APRIL 2022

The media is full of scare stories: growth will falter, investment will cease and
unemployment will rise. A tax on jobs.

WRONG !

yes the cost of employing will increase and yes the tax take increases

BUT

There is £300bn of excess money in the system, NIC increase will only
extract £13bn a year  



Mind the gap!
Normally the black and red line should run in tandem

If the red is well above the black QE is taking place
For inflation at 2%, redline needs to be running at 4%

Bank of England

+£400Bn
+£100Bn



Consumer Behaviour 
Individuals like monetary equilibrium

If they have insufficient money balances they reduce their spend

If they have excess money balances they increase their spend

When individuals try and reduce money balances it creates an inflationary boom

Equity prices Real estate prices Consumer prices Wages Interest ratesExcess money

0 +1 year +1.5 years +2 years+3 months

CUMULATIVE TIME

We are here

+3 years



Central Banks begin QE

Global share prices have risen by circa 30% since covid



Global House Prices respond to excess money



UK Housing Market

Normally 100,000 transactions a month

March 2021 190,000!!!!!

Av. selling price up 10.9%

Up 5% in 2022 but transactions back to normal at 100,000



Wages are responding to excess money



UK Inflation Rate



Notice the shortage of 15-24 year olds



The volume of goods going though Felixstowe is now the same
as pre-covid

In the last 18 months the B of E has created circa £455Bn 

The Federal reserve has created $4 trillion

This is a massive stimulus



Money available to be
spent

Goods, services
and houses 

available to be bought

INFLATION

There is too much money chasing too few people, things and houses

There is  $19 Trillion excess money in the global system



Assuming no more lockdowns

An inflationary boom has already started

Small increases in interest rates will not cause a recession

The biggest limiting factor is labour supply

Automate wherever possible



Policy rate of interest will rise to 0.75% by end of 2022

Long run rate interest will rise from current 1.0% to 1.5% and the 
mortgage rate will rise to 2.50% by early 2023

Inflation will be 4 to 5%

Wage growth will be 6%

Real GDP will be 3.5%

Average house prices up 5%

FORECASTS



ENJOY THE PARTY!


